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FOR 

THINK OF AN ELEPHANT 
 
 
When scientists were asked to think of an elephant being sucked into a black-hole in order to solve 

the ongoing problem of where its matter would go, they made the ground-breaking discovery that 

its fate would differ depending on the position you were watching from. Now Paul Bailey shows that 

by taking a different view of the universe and your place in it you can experience so much more 

than you originally thought possible.  

 

By linking the apparently unrelated fields of quantum physics, holistic health, cosmology, theology, 

neuroscience, evolutionary theory, and consciousness studies, Paul Bailey has discovered that 

each is a facet of a greater, unified reality – that science and mindset are two sides of the same 

coin. Once we come to this understanding of the true nature of the universe, we can see where we 

fit into it all, how we each affect everyone and everything around us—and how we can make a 

significant difference. This is the key to taking personal responsibility for change and ultimately to 

finding independent and lasting happiness and fulfilment. 

 
 
 

READER TESTIMONIALS 
 
 

 
From: Anthony Arena  
Email: antarena@ 
 
Just started reading Think of an Elephant. Can't put it down. Thanks.    
 
 
 
From: Larry Parker 
larryparker@ 
 
Hi, Paul - your book has knocked me out.   
If you're doing anything in the UK in the new year -  
anywhere in UK - I'd really like to be included.   
Sincerely  - Larry Parker  
 



From: Tanya Mason 
Email: tan@ 
 
Hi Paul, There are so many things that I want to say. Firstly, your book chose me (no surprise 
hey?)...long story, but I am eternally grateful that it came to me, when it did. Secondly, I did not 
realise the momentum that you and your amazing writing was having when I purchased it. I have 
told all my friends about it and today I googled you, (for a couple of reasons) and WOW!! 
Congratulations on your success!!! Reading the first paragraph of your book to myself, as my 
husband was driving, I instantly had to re-read it out aloud to him. I have since done this exact 
thing for much of the book, stopping for great discussions along the way. Thank you for that alone. 
Beginning to read 'Think of an Elephant' a few months ago, has seen many breakthroughs in my 
ideas about the world we live in and my place in it. To get to my point, since buying your book, I 
have been diagnosed with non-hodgkins lymphoma and gone through 90% of my chemotherapy 
treatment. Your book has helped me during this time. I have had many spontaneous, creative 
thoughts come to me during the last 3 months, that I am acting on to make changes in my life and 
others. One of which is having a fundraising ball, auctioning off my husbands paintings, among 
other things, to raise money for the Gold Coast Hospital's Heomotology and Oncology Unit, which I 
will be carbon off-setting. Your point of businesses taking responsibility for their carbon footprint is 
what motivated this idea. I suppose I would like to let you know that this will be happening early 
2009 and I will be in contact closer to the date to formally invite you along as a guest, to enjoy a 
great evening celebrating life and community. There is another thing that has been on my mind 
since I read the first page, that I just have to ask. Would you consider sitting for my husband Dan to 
paint you for the 2009 Archibald Portraiture Prize? His website is danmasonartist.com. Check it out 
when you get a chance, he also has an upcoming exhibition at Red Hill Gallery, Brisbane from 
Sept 3rd, which he will soon have a link to from his site. I realise this is quiet a long-winded email, I 
really just wanted to express some of the impact you are having on my life and that of my 
husbands. You are an inspiration and I thank you. Keep shining. Tanya.  
 
 
From: Jill Garsden  
Email: Quillian1@ 
 
Dear Paul 
I've just finished reading "Think of an Elephant" and would like to express my appreciation of your 
work.  I am in awe of the extent and thoroughness of your research, and you express so succinctly 
and clearly many, many things that I have known in my heart to be true for a very long time.   
I also particularly like the way your book is written without any form of prescriptive approach to 
spirituality, religion or philosophy.   
 
This book has assumed first place amongst my library of "special and beloved" books to be turned 
to again and again, or gems of information as well as insight, and is shelved alongside treasured 
works of Deepak Chopra, Gregg Braden, Gary Zukav, Oriah Mountain Dreamer, Thomas Moore 
and many others.  
 
Many thanks once again for producing a wonderful book. 
Yours sincerely, 
Jill Garsden    



 
From: Gary Pickles  
Email: garydavid8@ 
 
Have bought and read a copy of Think of an Elephant and you may have changed my life !  
Any chance of buying a signed copy...??  
Many thanks Gary   
 
 
 
From: Alan Wheatley  
Email: bonzred@  
 
Having just finished reading the book, I think it's an important contribution to current spiritual 
thinking.  
I am enthralled by the walk in the forest with the teenagers.  
Thanks.  Alan   
 
 
 
From Louise Russell 
Email: Louise.russell@ 
 
Hi Paul  
I'm am very inspired by your work and what you are seeking to do.  
At the risk of sounding gauche what does one do  
(bearing in mind I'm in Tasmania) to learn more from you?  
Are you interested in others spreading the word?  
Is there anything I can do for you?  
No doubt you receive emails such as this regularly -I now too am a fan. 
Kind regards 
Louise   
 
 
From: erica sauer  
Email: mcgazza&@ 
 
Such a great book - what i thought and always wanted to think – thankyou 
 
 
From: Margaret Choy 
Email: margchoy@   
 
Hi Paul 
I am writing to tell you how much I love your Elephant book.  
I am half way through it, and relish every idea, and every sentence.  
Once I get to the meditation exercises at the back of the book,   



I feel that I would need guidance on these exercises.  
I am interested in meditation and transformation.  
As a teacher, I am aware that consistent practice,  
if even a few minutes each day is important in developing skills and achieving projects.  
I would greatly appreciate it, if you could suggest  
which one of your programs would suit my present situation. 
  
Kind regards 
Margaret Choy 
 
 
 
From: Victoria Rati  
Victoria.rati@ 
 
Dear Paul 
I just wished to thank you for the book.  
Have read a few snippets and am in awe –  
quantum physics is a topic that I just can not get le head around at the moment  
(the film "down the rabbit hole" was particularly perplexing !).   
Thanks again for the book and writing about a very uniquely "out there" topic.   
It is a "space" that most mere mortals are not in, nor do they evolve to that level of thinking in their 
lifetime. 
With kindest regards  
Victoria Rati  
From: sarthak parikh  
Email: sarthorks@  
 
i have interest in the field viewing science and spirituality as brothers and sisters,  
ones who cannot live without each other. can you please send me emails  
related to this, so i can work on my thesis? sarthak parikh  
 
 
 
 
From: Ilze Jaunberzins  
Email: heartlogic@ 
 
HI Paul Met you at Central Coast breakfast session.  
Massively impressed by your work - which is in alignment with our vision.  
Want to promote your book through our website - email back or phone 0409713466.  
Thanks Ilze  
 
 
 
 
 



 
From Michael Mann (Watkins Publishing)  
Email: michaelm@ 
 
Dear Paul, 
Really thrilled to be publishing your book - one of the most amazing books I have published over 
the last 30 years if not the most amazing! 
Many thanks  
Best wishes 
Michael  
 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   
 
 


